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Mission

Transform

“The Light Water Reactor 
Sustainability (LWRS) program 
conducts research to develop 

technologies and other solutions to 
improve the economics and reliability, 

sustain the safety, and extend the 
operation of our nation’s fleet of 

nuclear power plants.”



AI/ML in Condition Monitoring



AI/ML in Anomaly Detection

• Unsupervised ML Methods

− Development of methods to infer 
condition of equipment using process 
sensors

− Example: to predict dry well cooling fan 
failure using surrounding sensors 

On May 11, 2018 and 

May 26, 2018, two 

drywell fan coil units 

(FCUs D and A) failed 

in a catastrophic 

manner, resulting in 

plant outage for 6 

days. 
No vibration data related to the fans were found to validate 

the method performance. Process data was used instead



AI/ML in Anomaly Detection

K-means algorithm using five clusters with an 

outlier fraction of 5% for FCU D, from 

December 1, 2016, to May 11, 2018

Wikimedia Commons contributors, 2016. KMeans-density-data, Last accessed: August 30, 2019. Link: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:KMeans-density-data.svg&oldid=214849130 

K-means Clustering



AI/ML in Anomaly Detection

Hariri, S., M. Kind, and R. Brunner, 2018. Extended Isolation Forest. Last accessed: August 30, 2019. Link: https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.02141 and 

Lewinson, Eryk, 2018. Outlier Detection with Isolation Forest. Last accessed: August 30, 2019. Link: https://towardsdatascience.com/outlier-detection-with-isolation-forest-3d190448d45e

Isolation forest algorithm performing 

anomaly detection on hourly time-series 

data set with PCA for FCU D

Isolation 

Forest

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.02141
https://towardsdatascience.com/outlier-detection-with-isolation-forest-3d190448d45e


AI/ML in Anomaly Detection

LSTM neural network model prediction diverging from 

actual value on May 3, 2018, training data for FCU D 

(8 days ahead of mechanical failure).

LSTM neural network model prediction diverging from 

actual value on May 7, 2018, training data for FCU B 

(2 days ahead of sensor failure)



AI/ML in Anomaly Detection

Windows 1 and 2: Mechanical and 

sensor failures 

Window 12: Reduced power output 

Window 7: Normal operating 

conditions

FCU DFCU A

Windows 1: 

Mechanical failure

Comparing the variance of individual testing window prediction residuals of respective FCUs against the 

variance of the FCU’s aggregate prediction residuals of testing windows assumed to be during normal 

operating conditions.



CR CR

AI/ML in Anomaly Detection

• Semi-Supervised ML Methods

− Development of methods to couple text-mined information 
from sparse condition reports to equipment and process 
sensors data for equipment and process reliability analysis



AI/ML in Business Automation- Work Process 
Improvement

• Natural Language Processing and 
Deep Learning Methods:

− Automating the condition reports 
screening process (review and 
classification of condition reports 
according to their impact on nuclear 
safety) 

Condition report screening is a 

process that involves several 

staff on daily or bi-daily basis 

for several hours a week.

Some water was  found on the 

ground close to equipment 1-

RCP-20. It seems a flange is 

leaking….. 



AI/ML in Business Automation- Work Process 
Improvement

• Natural Language Processing and 
Deep Learning Methods:

− Automation-assist 
inspection/assessment of plants. 



AI/ML in Business Automation- Work Process 
Improvement

• Time-consuming process to identify 
synonymous data fields for two different 
utilities that may contain incongruent data.

• Some data fields must be discarded, because 
no corresponding field is available in the other 
set.

• Make minor modifications to existing model 
architecture to accommodate combined data 
set.

• Automatically Combine all data fields for each 
condition report into a single large text field.

• No need to discard any data fields.  Just 
place delimiters between the text fields and 
the numeric fields to differentiate them to the 
model.

• Much less time required to ingest data from 
new utilities.

Manual Data Mapping [Approach 1] Adaptable Data Mapping [Approach 2]

Dataset Baseline (no model) Utility 1 Model Utility 2 Model Manually Combined Model Adaptable Model 

Utility 1 55% 90% 77% 90% 92%

Utility 2 66% 75% 84% 85% 86%

Combined -- -- 86% 88%



AI/ML in Business Automation- Inventory 
Management

• Natural Language Processing and Clustering 
Methods:

− Inventory optimization by coupling work 
demand information with parts inventory to 
reduce the minimum stocking requirements.

− Initial effort focused on eliminating duplicate
records.

Optimizing/reducing the stocking requirements in a plant 

releases 10s of millions of USD that can be leveraged in

modernizing the plant.



AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- Fire Watch

• Computer Vision and Deep Learning 
Methods:

− Automatically identifying a fire in a video 
stream to eliminate/reduce the need for 
fire watches.

− Sixteen different models were 
evaluated. 

− An ensemble of models is developed to 
improve accuracy (>99% achieved)

− Smoke is being integrated. Temporal 
effects are being considered to 
eliminate false positives (mist, fog, 
steam, etc.) Fire watch costs can exceed $1M per month 

in a nuclear power plant.



Input Image

[400x400x3]

Output Features

[50x50x384]

[384x2]

Based on deep multi-scale CNN (DMCNN) architecture described in “Convolutional neural networks based on multi-

scale additive merging layers for visual smoke detection” by Yuan et. al., but with some key modifications.

YouTube-8M Google and Yahoo 

(YFCC100m and FiSmo)

AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- Fire Watch



AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- Fire Watch



• Computer Vision and Deep Learning 
Methods:

− Explaining the deep learning decisions

− Test against right decisions made for 
wrong reasons

AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- Fire Watch



AI/ML in Support Functions Automation-
Gauge Reading

• Computer Vision and Deep Learning Methods:

− Automating manual logging of analog gauges (i.e., a 
method to recognize gauges in oblique angles and 
read their values) 

Automated gauge 

reading impacts a 

wide spectrum of 

activities in a 

plant including 

operator rounds, 

gauges 

calibration, and 

peer verification, 

and improves 

data fidelity for 

online monitoring.



AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- Gauge Reading



• Computer Vision and Deep Learning Methods:

− enabling drones to autonomously recognize and 
navigate their environment in a nuclear power plant

Drones can automate several activities in a 

plant including operator and security rounds, 

and inspections of hazardous locations.

AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- ROUNDS

Potential for drones:

• Operator and security 

rounds

• Inspections

• Access to hazardous and/or 

inaccessible locations (e.g., 

elevation)

• Radiation surveys 

• Warehouse surveys

• Safeguards

Challenges for drones:

• GPS-denied in indoor 

environment 

• Environments separated by 

doors

• Expensive add-ons

• Battery capacity and flight 

per charge

• Size



AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- ROUNDS



AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- ROUNDS



AI/ML in Support Functions Automation- ROUNDS



Questions?

25 AHMAD.ALRASHDAN@INL.GOV




